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Hospitality industry plays a crucial role in the development of tourism. Predicting the future demand of a hotel is a key step in the
process of hotel revenuemanagement. Hotel passenger flow prediction plays an important role in guiding the formulation of hotel
pricing and operating strategies. On the one hand, hotel passenger flow prediction can provide decision support for hotel
managers and effectively avoid the waste of hotel resources and loss of revenue caused by the loss of customers. On the other hand,
it is the guarantee of the priority occupation of business opportunities by hotel enterprises, which can help hotel enterprises adjust
their operation strategies reasonably to better adapt to the market situation. In addition, hotel passenger flow prediction is helpful
to judge the overall operating condition of the hotel industry and assess the risk level of the hotel project to be built. Hotel
passenger flow is affected by many factors, such as weather, environment, season, holidays, economy, and emergencies, and has
the characteristics of complex nonlinear fluctuation. +e existing demand predicting methods include linear methods and
nonlinear methods. +e linear prediction methods rely on the stability of environment and time series, so they cannot completely
simulate the complex nonlinear fluctuations characteristics of hotel passenger flow. Traditional nonlinear prediction methods
need to improve the prediction accuracy, and they are difficult to deal with the increasing data of hotel passenger flow. Based on
the above analysis, this paper constructs a deep learning prediction model based on Long Short-TermMemory (LSTM) to predict
the number of actual monthly arrival bookings. +e number of actual monthly arrival bookings can reflect the actual monthly
passenger flow of a hotel.+e predictionmodel can effectively reduce the loss caused by cancellation or nonarrival of bookings due
to various reasons and improve the hotel revenue.+e experimental part of this paper is based on the booking demand dataset of a
resort hotel in Portugal from July 1, 2015, to August 31, 2017. Artificial neural network (ANN) and support vector regression
(SVR) are built as benchmark models to predict the number of actual monthly arrival bookings of this hotel. +e experimental
results show that, compared with the benchmark models, the LSTM model can effectively improve the prediction ability and
provide necessary reference for the hotel’s future pricing decision and operation mode arrangement.

1. Introduction

+e development of tourism plays an increasingly important
role in promoting world economic growth and cultural
prosperity. China’s tourism has grown steadily in recent
years. According to the “Basic Situation of Tourism Market
in 2019” released by Chinese Tour Research Institute (http://
www.ctaweb.org), the total tourism revenue in China in 2019
was 6.63 trillion yuan, accounting for 11.05% of the total
GDP, and the domestic tourism reception scale was 6.006
billion person-times. With the vigorous development of
tourism, the demand of tourists for accommodation and

environmental requirements are also increasing. Hotel op-
eration is facing both opportunities and challenges.

At present, revenue management is a modern scientific
operation management mode widely used in hotel man-
agement. It refers to the market-oriented analysis and
prediction of the consumer behavior of eachmarket segment
in the process of hotel management to determine the optimal
price and the optimal stock allocation model, so as to op-
timize the hotel profitability [1]. Revenue management
mainly includes hotel demand prediction, pricing strategy,
overbooking strategy, and room allocation strategy [1, 2],
which is an important tool for making hotel strategic
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decisions. Hotel demand prediction is a key step in the
process of revenuemanagement. By collecting historical data
and establishing prediction model, hotel managers can
understand and master the market demand, so as to make
differential pricing and adopt different revenue management
strategies in different periods to maximize revenue. Hotel
demand prediction can provide basic information for the
subsequent development planning and decision-making of
the hotel. +erefore, accurate prediction of hotel demand is
of great significance to the operation and management of
hotels.

Hotel passenger flow not only can reflect the current
development trend of a hotel but also is an important
embodiment of whether the local tourism is developed.
Correct analysis and prediction of hotel passenger flow are
the core of hotel demand prediction, which plays a crucial
role in hotel operation decisions [3] and is the key to hotel
revenue management [4]. Hotel passenger flow is affected by
many factors, such as weather, environment, season, holi-
days, economy, and emergencies [5], and has the charac-
teristics of complex nonlinear fluctuation [6]. +erefore, it is
often difficult for hotel managers to accurately estimate the
passenger flow, leading to unreasonable decision-making,
which leads to the waste of hotel resources and loss of
revenue.+e randomness of passenger flowmakes it difficult
to analyze and predict. Finding a suitable prediction method
is the key and difficult point of hotel passenger flow pre-
diction. Traditional linear predicting methods cannot ac-
curately fit hotel passenger flow, such as Autoregressive
Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA), which is the most
widely used time predicting method. Zhang [1] used the
ARIMA method to model and predict the hotel occupancy
rate data in three regions in the research of predicting hotel
occupancy rate. On this basis, she used the Ensemble Em-
pirical Mode Decomposition (EEMD) to make up for the
shortcomings of time-series models that cannot accurately
capture the characteristics of data fluctuations to improve
the prediction accuracy of the ARIMA model. Most of the
existing nonlinear prediction methods use traditional ma-
chine learning methods to build passenger flow prediction
models, which cannot automatically extract feature infor-
mation and adapt to the growing experimental data. Besides,
they are easy to fall into the problem of local optimization
and overfitting. Ji [7] used Singular SpectrumAnalysis (SSA)
tomodel and predict the hotel monthly occupancy times and
income, based on the hotel occupancy history data of
Victoria Hotel from January 1980 to June 1995. Wu [3] used
the SVRmodel to predict the monthly occupancy, also based
on the statistics of the occupancy situation of Victoria Hotel,
so as to provide a meaningful reference for the arrangement
of the future business model of Victoria Hotel.

Based on the above analysis, this paper constructs LSTM
model with good prediction ability for complex time series
to predict the monthly passenger flow of a resort hotel. We
predict the number of actual monthly arrival bookings to
provide reference for the formulation of hotel pricing
strategy and the adjustment of operation mode.

Compared with the existing work, the contribution of
this paper can be summarized as follows:

(i) A deep learning algorithm based on automatic
extraction of nonlinear complex sequence charac-
teristics is proposed for the first time to predict the
number of actual arrival bookings of a hotel.

(ii) A hotel passenger flow prediction deep learning
model based on LSTM is constructed to predict the
actual arrival bookings in a certain month in the
future. +is model has better performance than
traditional hotel demand prediction methods.

(iii) ANN and SVR are constructed as benchmark
models and compared with LSTM model in this
paper. Mean absolute error, root mean squared
error, and mean absolute percentage error are used
as evaluation metrics to evaluate the prediction
effect of these three models.

Subsequent parts are organized as follows: Section 2
provides an overview of existing demand prediction
methods and previews previous efforts to predict hotel
passenger flow. It discusses various types of prediction
models. Section 3 analyzes the hotel demand data from a
resort hotel in Portugal. Section 4 introduces the LSTM
network and the hotel passenger flow prediction model
based on LSTM in detail. Section 5 describes the experiments
carried out in this paper and analyzes the results; lastly, a
summary is discussed in Section 6.

2. Literature Review

As early as the 1960s, experts and scholars had already begun
researches on demand prediction methods [8]. +e existing
demand prediction methods include linear and nonlinear
methods [6]. +ese methods can be divided into four cat-
egories: classical time-series methods, econometric methods,
machine learning methods, and comprehensive prediction
methods [8, 9].

Among the demand prediction methods, classical time-
series and econometric methods are representative linear
time-series prediction methods. Classical time-series pre-
diction methods are widely used. +ey mostly use the linear
relationship between variables for modeling and predicting
[8], which contain a lot of types, mainly including Moving
Average, Exponential Smoothing, Differential Autore-
gression, Regression Prediction Model, and Incremental
methods [8, 9]. Andrew et al. [10] built two time-series
models based on Box-Jenkins and Exponential Smoothing to
predict monthly occupancy rates for hotels and verified that
these two models can be very useful in actual hotel oper-
ations and other applications such as yield management;
Pfeifer et al. [11] described the application of Space-Time
ARMA modeling to demand-related data from eight hotels
from a single hotel chain in a large US city; Weatherford
et al. [4] used data from Choice Hotels and Marriott Hotels
to test a variety of prediction methods and to determine the
most accurate one; in-depth study using the Marriott Hotel
data showed that models based on Exponential Smoothing,
pickup, andMoving Average were the most robust; Pan et al.
[12] first proposed the value of search query volume data in
predicting hotel room demand in the field of tourism and
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hospitality research; they used search volume data on five
related queries to predict demand for hotel rooms in a
specific tourist city and proved that three ARMAX models
consistently outperformed their ARMA counterparts; Zhang
[1] proposed an ARIMA-EEMD hybrid model and con-
cluded that this model has a better effect than the single
ARIMA model in predicting hotel occupancy; Yu [5] con-
structed a Hotel Management Decision Support System
based on Mann-Kendall, Moving Average, Exponential
Smoothing, and fuzzy comprehensive evaluation modeling
method, which realized the prediction of short-term pas-
senger flow; Yang [13] designed a tourist flow prediction
system of resort hotel based on Logistic model and proved
that the system has high prediction accuracy, which helps to
improve the management and scheduling decision-making
ability of resort hotel; Sun [14] realized the demand pre-
diction for cruise revenue management based on non-
incremental, classical incremental combined, and advanced
incremental combined prediction method. Econometric
method can explain the causal relationship between target
variables and influencing factors from the perspective of
economics, but the influencing factors of econometrics can
only be speculated based on theory, which is difficult to
clarify [8]. Goh et al. [15] used the time-series Seasonal
ARIMA (SARIMA) and Multivariate ARIMA (MARIMA)
models to predict a tourism demand in Hong Kong and got
highest accuracy compared with eight other time-series
models; and then Goh and Law [16] used error correction
model to analyze the influence of climate on tourism de-
mand; Choi [17] identified key economic indicators of the
hospitality industry in USA and built synthetic indicators to
predict the US hotel demands successfully.

Machine learning is the most widely used method in
traditional demand prediction. Ji [7] used SSA model to
predict the monthly occupancy times and monthly revenue
of the hotel based on the hotel occupancy history data of
Victoria Hotel from January 1980 to June 1995; Wu [3] used
SVR model to predict the monthly occupancy time, also
based on the statistical data of Victoria hotel occupancy;
Hong et al. [18] presented an SVR model with Chaotic
Genetic Algorithm (CGA), namely, SVRCGA, to predict the
tourism demands; Rashad et al. [19] developed a fuzzy-rule-
based system model for hotel occupancy prediction by
analyzing 40months’ time-series data and applying fuzzy
c-means clustering algorithm; Sun et al. [20] proposed a new
framework integrating machine learning and Internet search
index to predict tourist volume and proved that the pro-
posed Kernel Extreme Learning Machine model is more
stable and effective according to accuracy and robustness
analysis than Least Squares SVR (LSSVR), SVR, Artificial
Neural Network (ANN), and ARIMAX.

Comprehensive prediction methods are produced to
solve the shortcomings of traditional single prediction
methods, including combined prediction, integrated pre-
diction, and hybrid predictionmethods [8]. Ke-wei et al. [21]
established a combined model based on BP neural network
and ARIMA to comprehensively analyze and predict the
change trend of China’s inbound tourists; Gong and Huang
et al. [22] established a demand prediction model based on

Grey +eory and Exponential Smoothing method to predict
the demand of a certain model of automobile company;
according to the nonlinear characteristics of the hotel oc-
cupancy rate, ZHANG et al. [23] took Beijing travel-related
consumer search data from January 2011 to April 2017 as the
input set and constructed a hybrid model integrating con-
sumer search data and SVR. +ey used Bat Algorithm (BA)
to optimize the parameters of SVR, which effectively im-
proves the prediction accuracy of the model.

+rough the analysis of the above researches, we find
that preview researches were mainly based on linear models
to predict hotel demand [1, 4, 5, 11–13, 17, 19]. However,
the linear model relies on the stability of the time series and
the economic environment, and it is difficult to effectively
simulate the nonlinear characteristics of hotel demand.
Among the existing nonlinear hotel demand prediction
models, SVR [3, 18, 23] is widely used. It is good at using
small sample data for prediction and has good processing
ability for nonlinear data, but the selection of parameters
has a great influence on the prediction results. In addition,
the traditional nonlinear prediction models are often un-
able to deal with the increasing data in practical applica-
tions and lack the ability to automatically extract data
features.

At present, some scholars also build deep learning
models for demand prediction. For example, Chang and
Tsai [24] addressed the problem faced by neural network
and SVR and proposed the deep learning neural network to
predict the tourist arrivals; the result showed that the deep
learning applied neural network with feature selection
attained the best testing accuracy. Although the deep
learning network proposed in this research can carry out
feature selection, its prediction accuracy needs to be im-
proved. Zhang et al. [6] did experiments based on a deep
learning framework and search index from August 2008 to
May 2019 to predict the overnight passenger flows for
hotels accommodation in Hainan Province, China, and
then constructed an LSTM model incorporating Internet
search index to handle the prediction problem in the hotel
accommodation demands, which shows good performance
in improving the prediction performance. However, not all
customers will know the relevant information of the tourist
destination through the search engine before booking the
hotel, and this method can only predict the number of
bookings but cannot predict the actual occupancy, which
has certain incompleteness and uncertainty.

+e above research methods on hotel demand prediction
mainly have one or more of the following problems:

(1) +ey rely too much on the stability of environment
and time series

(2) Characteristics of complex nonlinear fluctuations of
hotel passenger flow cannot be extracted
automatically

(3) +ey cannot deal with a large amount of sample data
in practical application

(4) It is incomplete and uncertain to estimate hotel
passenger flow based on customer search data
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Neural network models with multiple hidden layers
show strong superiority in learning characteristic infor-
mation and correlation of complex datasets. Compared with
other models, the prediction model based on deep learning
methods can make demand prediction more accurately. In
addition, LSTMmodel has more significant advantages than
other deep learning models in terms of prediction with
sequences as inputs [25, 26].

Based on the above analysis, we use the historical
booking demand dataset of a resort hotel in Portugal [27]
and establish a deep learning model of hotel passenger flow
prediction based on LSTM to predict the number of actual
monthly arrival bookings of this hotel. +is model can
automatically and effectively extract the complex nonlinear
characteristics of the hotel passenger flow data and make
more accurate analysis and prediction.

3. Booking Demand Data Analysis

+e dataset used in this paper is from paper [27]. It contains
booking demand data for a resort hotel from July 1, 2015, to
August 31, 2017. A total of 31 variables describe the 40060
observations of the resort, including “is_canceled,” “lead_-
time,” “arrival_date_year,” “arrival_date_month,” “arri-
val_date_week_number,” “reservation_status,” and
“reservation_status_date.” “reservation_status” includes
three categories: “Canceled,” which represents that the
booking was canceled by the customer, “Check-Out,” which
represents that the customer has checked in but already
departed, and “No-Show,” which represents that the cus-
tomer did not check in and did inform the hotel of the
reason why. +e paper predicts the number of actual
monthly arrival bookings of hotel, that is, the number of
“Check-Out” occurrences of the “reservation_status” in a
certain month.

Not all variables are highly associated with the change of
“reservation_status.” We use CorrelationAttributeEvala as
Attribute Evaluator and Ranker as Search Method and select
most correlated variables with “reservation_status.” We can
see them in Table 1.

In Table 1, “deposit_type” indicates if the customer made
a deposit to guarantee the booking. +is variable has the
greatest impact on the final booking status; it can be divided
into three categories: “No Deposit,” which means that no
deposit was made, “Non Refund,” which means that a de-
posit was made in the value of the total stay cost, and
“Refundable,” which means that a deposit was made with a
value under the total cost of stay. “lead_time” represents the
number of days that elapsed between the entering date of the
booking and the arrival date; “total_of_special_requests”
represents the number of special requests made by the
customer; “required_car_parking_spaces” represents the
number of car parking spaces required; “country” indicates
which country the customer comes from; “distribution_-
channel” represents booking distribution channel, where
“TA” represents Travel Agents and “TO” represents Tour
Operators; “assigned_room_type” is the room type assigned
to the customer; the value of this variable may be different
from the room type that the customer has booked, and this is

because sometimes the room type assigned will be changed
due to overbooking or customer requirements; “book-
ing_changes” represents the number of changes made to
booking from the moment the booking was entered until the
moment of check-in or cancellation; “customer_type” rep-
resents the type of the customer; it has four categories:
“Contract,” “Group,” “Transient,” and “Transient-party”;
“previous_cancellations” represents the number of cancel-
lations before this booking; it has the least influence on the
final booking status of customers.

Table 2 shows some booking demand data of the resort
hotel in July 2017. “d_t,” “l_t,” “t_o_s_r,” “r_c_p_s,” “c,”
“d_c,” “a_r_t,” “b_c,” “c_t,” and “p_c” represent 10 variables
in turn in Table 1; “a_d_y” represents “arrival_date_year,”
“a_d_m” represents “arrival_date_month,” and “r_s” rep-
resents “reservation_status.”

From Table 2, we can see that, in July 2017, the hotel had
a total of 9 bookings, among which 5 bookings were canceled
and 1 booking did not arrive. +e number of actual arrival
bookings was 3. Usually, the number of hotel bookings can
reflect its development trend. However, the booking may be
canceled by the customer, or the customer fails to check in.
As shown in Table 2, due to the change of customer status,
the hotel may have 6 spare rooms, which has a negative
impact on the hotel room allocation and pricing and ulti-
mately leads to the loss of hotel revenue. If the number of
bookings that actually arrive at the hotel can be estimated in
advance, it can help the hotel to prejudge the allocation of
rooms, so as to make a more reasonable pricing decision and
operation strategy. +erefore, predicting the number of
actual monthly arrival bookings has practical application
value. +e focus of this paper is to establish a prediction
model to predict the number of actual arrival bookings in a
certain month in the future.

4. Prediction Model

4.1.LSTM Network. What we want to predict in this paper is
the number of actual arrival bookings in a certain month in
the future, that is, the actual monthly passenger flow; this is a
typical nonlinear time-series predicting problem. Time-se-
ries prediction analysis refers to using the time character-
istics of an event in the past to predict the characteristics of
the event in a certain period of time in the future, that is,
predicting the future changes of an object according to the
existing time-series data.

Table 1: Correlation with “reservation_status.”

Variable Correlation
deposit_type 0.47636
lead_time 0.29455
total_of_special_requests 0.23246
required_car_parking_spaces 0.19226
Country 0.17389
distribution_channel 0.1676
assigned_room_type 0.15666
booking_changes 0.14338
customer_type 0.1254
previous_cancellations 0.11008
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Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is a commonly used
algorithm in time-series prediction. It is a type of neural
network with short-term memory capabilities. +e con-
nection of RNN can have loop structure, which can improve
the accuracy of time behavior modeling in time series, text,
audio, and other fields. A connection method introduced by
RNN can take the input of hidden layer neurons as output
and connect with neurons in the same hidden layer, so that
the input can be obtained from the previous time step as part
of the incoming neuron information. +erefore, the output
of the network is not only related to the current input but
also related to the output of the previous moment, which
enables RNN to have the short-term memory ability when
processing the time-series data of any length. Figure 1 shows
the loop structure of RNN.

As can be seen from Figure 1, connections exist not only
between neurons in adjacent layers (such as Hidden Layer 1
and Hidden Layer 2) but also between neurons in the same
hidden layer in temporal dimension (such as neurons in t� 0
time step and neurons in t� 1 time step of Hidden layer 1).
Suppose that the time step is t, the input of RNN is Xt, the
neuron activity value of the hidden layer is Yt, and the net
input vector of the hidden layer is Zt.Yt is not only related to
Xt but also related to the activity value Yt−1 of hidden
neurons in the previous time step:

Zt � tan h WZXt + RZYt−1 + bZ( ,

Yt � f Zt( ,
(1)

where W is the rectangular input weight matrix, R is the
square cyclic weight matrix, b is the bias vector, and f is the
nonlinear activation function, usually set to tanh or sigmoid
function. In equation (1), when t � 0, Yt � 0.

Although RNN has some advantages in the field of time
series, its long-term memory ability is weak. +e gradient
vanishing or gradient explosion that occurs when optimizing
RNN in certain time steps makes it difficult to model the
long-term structural dependence of the input dataset [6].

LSTM network is the most commonly used variant of
RNN, which was proposed by Hochreiter and Schmidhuber
in 1997 [25]. LSTM network is better at capturing long-term
dependencies than regular RNNmodels.+e LSTM network
provides a solution for fusing memory cells, allowing
learning of previously forgotten hidden cells, and updating
the hidden cells based on new information [6]. LSTM
network is composed of many LSTM cells, the main body of

which is LSTM block, including input gate, forgetting gate,
output gate, fast input, memory cell, output activation
function, and peephole connection. Memory cell, forgetting
gate, and input gate are the key components of LSTM
network. +e content of memory cell is adjusted by for-
getting gate and input gate. When both gates are closed, the
content of memory cell will remain unchanged from one
time step to the next. +e gate structure allows information
to be retained across multiple time steps and also allows
gradients to be transmitted across multiple time steps, so
that the LSTM network overcomes the gradient vanishing
problem of RNN [28]. Refer to [28]; Figure 2 shows the
structure of LSTM block.

+e output and the input of the LSTM block are cy-
clically connected with the input gate, output gate, and
forgetting gate. In Figure 2, the orange rectangle represents
the input activation function, and the blue rectangle rep-
resents the output activation function; they are usually tanh.
● (small black circle) represents the branch point, ⊗ rep-
resents dot product, ⊕ is on behalf of all the input, the thin
line represents the connection with no weight, the thick line
represents the connection with weight, and the dotted line
represents the connection with time delay. +e three green
rectangles represent the input gate, the output gate, and the
forgetting gate. +ey usually use sigmoid activation function
to restrict [0,1], where the activation output of 0 means

Table 2: Booking demand data.

a_d_y a_d_m d_t l_t t_o_s_r r_c_p_s c d_c a_r_t b_c c_t p_c r_s
2017 July No deposit 59 0 0 USA TA/TO G 0 Transient 0 Cancelled
2017 July No deposit 52 0 0 PRT Corporate D 0 Transient 0 Cancelled
2017 July No deposit 17 0 0 PRT Corporate A 0 Transient 0 No-show
2017 July No deposit 52 2 0 GBR TA/TO E 0 Transient 0 Check-out
2017 July No deposit 3 1 0 ESP TA/TO A 0 Transient-party 0 Check-out
2017 July Non-refund 17 0 0 PRT Corporate A 0 Transient-party 0 Cancelled
2017 July Non-refund 0 0 0 GBR TA/TO E 0 Transient-party 0 Check-out
2017 July Refundable 36 1 0 PRT TA/TO A 0 Transient 0 Cancelled
2017 July No deposit 0 1 0 PRT Direct D 0 Transient 0 Cancelled

t = 0 t = 1 t = 2 t = T

Input layer

Hidden layer 1

Hidden layer 2

Hidden layer N

Output layer

… ………

…

…

…

Figure 1: RNN structure unfolded along time axis.
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“forget everything” and the activation output of 1 means
“remember everything.”

References [6, 26, 28] give the vector equations of for-
ward transfer of LSTM layer as follows:

It � σ WIXt + RIYt−1 + Pt ⊗ Ct−1 + bI( ,

Ft � σ WFXt + RFYt−1 + PF ⊗ Ct−1 + bF( ,

Ct � It ⊗ Zt + Ft ⊗ Ct−1,

Ot � σ WOXt + ROYt−1 + PO ⊗ Ct + bO( ,

Yt � Ot ⊗ tan h Ct( ,

(2)

where P represents the weight vector of the peephole, tanh
represents activation function, and
tan h(x) � ((ex − e− x)/(ex + e− x)). Equation (2) represents
the input gate, which remembers some current information
and determines which value will be updated, protecting the
cell from unrelated input events. Equation (2) represents the
forgetting gate, which controls how much data is discarded
from the current memory state and helps the cell forget the
previous memory content. Cell state Ct determines how
much information to add or remove from the memory state
of the previous time step through sigmoid activation
function σ(x) � (1/(1 + e− x)) and dot product definition
layer. Equation (2) represents the output gate, which con-
trols whether the contents of the memory cell are exposed in
the LSTM cell. Ot ⊗ tan h(Ct) controls how much memory
data will be used in the next phase of the update.

4.2. Prediction Model Construction. We build a deep
learning prediction model with two hidden layers of LSTM.
+e activation function of all layers is tanh, which has a more
stable gradient and is often used for regression problem [6].

Sigmoid is selected as the gate activation function of the two
LSTM hidden layers. +e numbers of outputs of the LSTM
layers are both 150. +e stochastic gradient descent algo-
rithm is used for optimization, and the ADAM algorithm is
used for parameter iteration. To solve the overfitting
problem of the model, we use the Dropout algorithm de-
veloped by Hinton et al. [29] and set the dropout of all LSTM
hidden layers as 0.5. Dropout algorithm is a powerful tool to
solve the overfitting problem of deep learning models.

Figure 3 shows the basic structure of the prediction
model of hotel’s actual monthly passenger flow constructed
in this paper.

+e input layer is specified by the “input_shape” of the first
hidden layer of the LSTM model, and its data is a three-di-
mensional data array. +ese three dimensions are as follows:
sample (a time series), time step (an observation point in the
sample represents a time step), and feature (an observation
within a time step). In the prediction model in this paper, we set
the time steps of the input layer and the feature to 1.

We use Output Layer as the output layer of the prediction
model, which has a built-in fully connected Dense Layer. +e
number of outputs of Output Layer is set to 1, and the function
Loss L1 is selected as loss function. Loss l1 is also called
Minimum Absolute Value Deviation and Minimum Absolute
Value Error; its purpose is to minimize the sum S of absolute
differences between actual value xi and estimated value xi.

S � 
n

i�1
xi − xi


. (3)

5. Experiments

5.1. Data Process. Our original dataset is booking demand
data from a resort hotel in Portugal from July 1, 2015, to

tanh

Sigmoid

tanh
Output Gate

Sigmoid

Input Gate

Sigmoid

Forgetting Gate

Input Recurrent

Input

Recurrent

Input

Recurrent

Input

Recurrent

Output
Recurrent

Spy Machine

Cell

Block Output

Block Input

Z

F

I

C

Y
O

+
+

+

+

+

Figure 2: Structure of LSTM block.
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August 31, 2017 [27]. To predict the number of actual arrival
bookings in a certain month, firstly, we slice the raw data by
time. +e size of the time slice is set as one month, starting
from July 1, 2015, to July 31, 2015, and ending fromAugust 1,
2017, to August 31, 2017. We calculate the number of all
bookings, actual arrival bookings, canceled bookings, and
nonarrival bookings in each time slice. +en, we use April 1,
2017, as the time point to split the training set and the testing
set; that is, 80% of the dataset are the training set and 20% are
the testing set.

5.2. Benchmark Models and Experimental Setup. In order to
evaluate the prediction effect of LSTM network under the
dataset for hotel booking demand, ANN and SVR models
are constructed as the benchmark models. +e ANN model
adopts a relatively simple single hidden layer network
structure. SVR model is one of the most representative
nonlinear prediction models. +e introduction of SVR
model proves that deep learning prediction model in this
paper has more advantages than traditional machine
learning prediction models in dealing with complex non-
linear data.

We build LSTM, ANN, and SVR models on WEKA
3.8.5 platform of Windows 10 system. In the experiment,
we adjust the parameters of all models to a better state to
ensure that they can achieve better prediction accuracy.+e
initial learning rate for all models was set to 0.001. Because
the processed dataset is small, we set the batch size of the
models to 4. +e number of hidden layers in ANNmodel is
1. +e kernel function of SVR model is set as RBF kernel,
which contains two important parameters: c and gamma. c
is the penalty coefficient, which represents the tolerance to
error. When c is larger, overfitting is more likely to occur,
and when c is smaller, underfitting is more likely to occur.
gamma implicitly determines the distribution of data
mapped to a new feature space. When it is larger, the
number of support vectors is smaller, which affects the
speed of training and testing. Here, we set c to 1.0 and
gamma to 0.05.

5.3. Evaluation Metrics. In this paper, we use the three
following common model evaluation metrics to evaluate the
prediction performance of LSTM, ANN, and SVR. +ey are
mean absolute deviation (MAE), root mean square error
(RMSE), andmean absolute percentage error (MAPE). MAE
can well reflect the actual situation of the predicted value
error. +e larger the MAE is, the worse the effect of the
model is; RMSE measures the deviation between the pre-
dicted value and the actual value, which is more affected by
outliers than the other two evaluation metrics; the value
range of MAPE is [0, +∞). When MAPE is 0%, the model is
perfect; when MAPE is more than 100%, the model is poor.

+eir calculation equations are as follows:

MAE �
1
n



n

i�1
xi − xi


,

RMSE �

������������

1
n



n

i�1
xi − x̂i 

2




,

MAPE �
1
n



n

i�1

xi − x̂i

xi




× 100%,

(4)

where xi is the actual value, xi is the predicted value, and n is
the number of test samples.

5.4. Result Analysis. We train three models on the training
dataset. Table 3 shows the 10-month prediction results of
LSTM, ANN, and SVR in the training set, and the best
prediction values of each month are shown in red. As can be
seen from Table 3, in the 10-month prediction results, LSTM
model performs best, SVR performs second best, and ANN
performs worst. +e optimal prediction results of LSTM,
ANN, and SVR are 5 months, 1 month, and 4 months,
respectively.

In order to more intuitively compare the prediction
effects of the three models on the training set, we draw the
prediction curve of each model in Figure 4. +e fitting effect

Booking requirement dataset

Input raw data

How many actual
arrival bookings
in April 2021?

InputVertex LSTM LSTM OutputLayer

There will be 1536
actual arrival

bookings in April
2021.

Output 

Prediction result… …

(Input layer) (Hidden layer) (Hidden layer) (Output layer)

Figure 3: Prediction model structure.
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of LSTM and SVR model in October 2016 is worse than that
of ANNmodel, but the fitting effect is good in the other nine
months. +e performance of SVR in August 2016 and April
2017 is slightly worse than that of LSTM model. +e fitting
effect of ANN model in July, August, and November 2016 is
good, but, in January and March 2017, it shows a completely
opposite trend to the actual passenger flow.

In general, LSTM model is more consistent with the
dynamic characteristics of the actual arrival bookings per

month, followed by SVR model, and ANN model is the
worst.

In order to evaluate the generalization ability of the
model, the optimal structure of the model obtained after
training was used as the prediction model for the prediction
test. Table 4 shows the 5-month prediction results of LSTM,
ANN, and SVR models on the testing set, and the best
prediction value of each month is shown in red. As can be
seen from Table 4, in the prediction results of 5months, the

Table 3: Training predictive results of each model.

Time +e number of actual arrival bookings LSTM ANN SVR
July 2016 985 980.4311 990.0974 986.3615
August 2016 1107 1106.7570 1115.8225 1096.7277
September 2016 1068 1069.1288 1106.3889 1069.8033
October 2106 1417 1270.1794 1361.7197 1253.9491
November 2016 1056 1057.2378 1069.8413 1056.4465
December 2016 1056 1056.2752 1076.8899 1055.1749
January 2017 1103 1103.1509 1051.7895 1102.1410
February 2017 1195 1192.0812 1163.5447 1193.9570
March 2017 1164 1161.6975 1229.6771 1164.1725
April 2017 1205 1203.0363 1187.0714 1219.8078
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Figure 4: Comparison of the fitting curves of each model in training stage.
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LSTM and ANN models perform the best, while the SVR
model performs the worst. +e optimal prediction results of
LSTM, ANN, and SVR are 2 months, 2 months, and 1
month, respectively.

In order to compare the prediction effects of LSTM,
ANN, and SVR on the testing set more intuitively, we draw
the prediction curve of each model in Figure 5. In general,
the prediction effect of the three models on the testing set is
worse than that on the training set. LSTMmodel has the best
fitting effect in April 2017 and July 2017, ANNmodel has the
best fitting effect in August 2017, and SVRmodel has the best
fitting effect in May 2017 and the worst fitting effect in June
2017. As can be seen from Figure 5, from April 2017 to May

2017, the number of actual arrival bookings showed a slight
upward trend, while the predicted results of ANNmodel and
SVR model showed a downward trend, which is completely
contrary to the reality. From June 2017 to July 2017, the
actual arrival bookings showed an obvious upward trend,
but the prediction results of the three models in this period
showed poor fitting effect, and the prediction results of SVR
model are completely opposite to the actual ones.

In general, LSTM and ANN models show better pre-
diction effect than SVR model in testing stage.

In order to further explore the predictive ability of the
LSTMmodel, MAE, RMSE, and MAPE are used to compare
and evaluate the three models in the training stage and

Table 4: Testing predictive results of each model.

Time Actual arrival bookings LSTM ANN SVR
April 2017 1205 1203.0363 1187.0714 1219.8078
May 2017 1212 1260.8806 1161.1423 1201.0106
June 2017 1045 1088.5516 1074.7438 1143.3589
July 2017 1094 1091.2047 1076.9058 1107.4611
August 2017 1107 1122.6816 1118.6439 1153.5216
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Figure 5: Comparison of the fitting curves of each model in testing stage.
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testing stage. Table 5 records the evaluation metric score of
the three models on the experimental dataset, and the best
score of each evaluation metric is shown in red.

It can be seen from Table 5 that LSTMmodel has the best
scores on MAE and MAPE but not on RMSE. +e overall
fitting effect of ANNmodel on experimental datasets is poor.
We can notice that the prediction accuracy of LSTM model
in the testing set is close to that in the training set, which
indicates that it has the best generalization ability. On the
contrary, the performance of SVR model in the testing set is
far from that in the training stage.

In the training stage, the score of MAE and MAPE of
LSTM model is the lowest, followed by SVR model, and
ANN model is the highest. In the testing stage, the scores of
MAE and MAPE of LSTM model are still the lowest, fol-
lowed by ANN model, and SVR model is the highest. As for
RMSE, we know that RMSE is very sensitive to outliers, and
if there is a predicted value that is very different from the
actual value, the score will be very high. In the training stage,
ANN model has the lowest score in this metric, the score of
LSTM is slightly higher than that of ANN, and SVR is the
highest. In the testing stage, the SVR has the highest score on
this metric. As can be seen from Figures 4 and 5, in the
training stage, the predicted values of LSTM and SVR in
October 2016 deviate greatly from the actual values; in the
testing stage, the predicted value of SVR in June 2017 de-
viates greatly from the actual value. +erefore, the RMSE
scores of LSTM and SVR are higher than that of ANN
model.

Based on the above analysis, LSTM model has a better
performance than ANN and SVR models in predicting the
number of actual monthly arrival bookings, which can better
capture the complex nonlinear characteristics of hotel
passenger flow and achieve a better fitting effect.

6. Conclusion

Hotel passenger flow is affected by weather, season, holidays,
environment, and other factors, showing characteristics of a
complex nonlinear fluctuation. Considering that the tradi-
tional demand prediction methods cannot automatically
extract the characteristic information from the passenger
flow data and cannot deal with the increasing sample data in
the practical application, this paper builds a hotel passenger
flow prediction model based on deep learning method.
Taking a resort hotel in Portugal as an example, we construct
an LSTM model with good predictive ability for complex
time series to predict the number of actual monthly arrival
bookings for the hotel. In order to explore the prediction
ability of this model, we construct ANN and SVR as the

benchmark models in the experimental stage and compare
the prediction effects of the three models on the datasets,
with MAE, RMSE, and MAPE as the evaluation metrics. +e
experimental results show that, compared with the bench-
mark models, the LSTM model can better simulate the
dynamic characteristics of hotel passenger flow and effec-
tively improve the prediction performance and can help
hotel managers make more accurate and reasonable pricing
decisions and adjust operation mode.
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